NEW USER SETTINGS
User settings, accessed by clicking your profile picture, now allows you to indicate your default care unit and location, in addition to a default landing page, default term and an email signature.

NEW TAG
A new tag has been added "30 credits per academic year" which indicates the students who receive financial assistance and must complete 30 credit per academic year to aid in any advising conversations.

SUCCESS SPOTLIGHT
From August 1, 2022, to August 23, 2022 (17 days):
9,618 appointment summaries have been filed in the advising care unit alone!

Due to the inconsistencies from EAB around usage data, we are moving away from recognizing an individual user or feature and will be highlighting overall accomplishments within the platform.

NAVIGATE APPOINTMENT SUMMARY UPDATES
You may have noticed a change! We’ve added Appointment Summary Details to Navigate. These checkboxes allow you to quickly indicate appointment conversation topics in your appointment summary. Using the checkboxes informs the Advising Strategic Plan and allows colleges/departments to pull Navigate data around appointment topics. Read more about how and when to use the summary details.

GENERAL UPDATES
Vet Med is now part of the Navigate platform, therefore when searching for students in advanced search be sure to use classifications to find your undergraduate students or the student population you work with. 125% rule has been changed from a tag to a category and will be updated nightly.
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